PROGRAM PLANNING FORM
Summer 2020

PROGRAM NAME: Law Enforcement Skills
Credits Required for Graduation: 12 credits
Student: ____________________________
Date: ____________________________
Revised: ____________________________

COURSE #   COURSE TITLE   CREDITS   SEMESTER   GRADE

SUMMER SESSION (Must pass the HCC Physical Assessment Test prior to start of Session)

SKL2661 Patrol Practicals *** 3 cr  1/2
SKL2664 Firearms *** 3 cr  1/2
SKL2668 Crime Scene Processing and Investigation *** 2 cr  1/1
SKL2666 Traffic Enforcement *** 2 cr  1/1
SKL2667 Defensive Tactics *** 2 cr  1/1

12 Total Credits

Elective:

LAW 2540 POST prep *** (Online Summer) 1 cr  1/0
LAW 1520 Minnesota Criminal and Traffic Statutes (Online if needed for Skills) 4 cr  4/0
LAW 1512 Minnesota Traffic Code (Online if needed for Skills) 2 cr  2/0
LAW 2595 Criminal Investigation *** (Online if needed for Skills) 3 cr  2/1
EMS 1510 First Responder (If needed for POST) 2 cr  2/0

All LAW courses electives require Skills Director approval to register.

An EMT or First Responder course is required by P.O.S.T., even though this is not a requirement to complete the Clinical Skills Component.

*** - Prerequisites to classes

Note: A grade of “C” (74%) or higher is required to successfully complete all LAW/SKL courses

This program plan is for students who are completing a degree from a MN POST accredited institution, have confirmed with their POST coordinator that they are eligible to take PPOE skills, and the PPOE skills provider has confirmed this with the MN POST coordinator.